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Abstract: Malware have been tremendously growing in recent years. Most malware use obfuscation
techniques for evasion and hiding purposes, but they preserve the functionality and malicious
behavior of original code. Although most research work has been mainly focused on program
static analysis, some recent contributions have used program behavior analysis to detect malware
at run-time. Extracting the behavior of polymorphic malware is one of the major issues that affects
the detection result. In this paper, we propose HM3 alD, a novel program behavior-aware hidden
Markov model for polymorphic malware detection. The main idea is to use an effective clustering
scheme to partition the program behavior of malware instances and then apply a novel hidden
Markov model (called program behavior-aware HMM) on each cluster to train the corresponding
behavior. Low-level program behavior, OS-level system call sequence, is mapped to high-level
action sequence and used as transition triggers across states in program behavior-aware HMM
topology. Experimental results show that HM3 alD outperforms all current dynamic and static
malware detection methods, especially in term of FAR, while using a large dataset of 6349 malware.
Keywords: polymorphic malware detection; program behavior-aware hidden Markov model;
dynamic analysis; system call monitoring; action sequence

1. Introduction
Endpoint security is regarded as the most important and the last defense point in security
threats [1]. According to this requirement, malware detection is the vital issue in computer security.
Today, malware are assumed as essential threats in the software industry [2]. In an annual report,
Symantec mentions that just in 2015 alone more than 430 × 106 malware variants were created [3].
In this regard, many methods have been proposed that focus on detecting and classifying malware [1].
Due to the increasing growth of malware, anti-viruses are usually unable to completely detect them,
because malware programs usually attempt to hide themselves using obfuscation methods so they are
hard to detect by static analysis [4].
1.1. Malware
The terms malicious software and malware refer to any computer program that performs
malicious activities on a host or accesses a private computer system to gather sensitive information
from users without their knowledge. From the beginning of malware’s existence, they used code
obfuscation to evade detection. Using the obfuscation technique, malware authors generate new
malware variants of known malware and easily bypass detection methods. Polymorphism is another
attribute that is commonly employed by malware. Polymorphism is an encryption technique that
is used to mutate the static binary code of malware to prevent their detection [5]. When an infected
program is run, the malware is decrypted and loaded into memory and then infects other programs
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and/or any type of executable content and tries to run a new version of itself [5]. These malware use a
permutation engine to produce a new encryption procedure at runtime. If a malware presents a new
behavior (by new functionalities or by combining the features of existing malware), it is called a zero
day malware. Malware variants refer to all new malware that are produced manually or automatically
from any existing malware [4,5].
1.2. Malware Analysis and Detection
Malware analysis is the process of understanding malware behavior and how to detect and
eliminate them by capturing the important characteristics of a given malware sample [6]. This is
particularly important for preventing and detecting future cyber attacks against the host and
network. There are two main methods of analyzing malware, known as static and dynamic analyses.
Static analysis (i.e., code analysis) examines the sample program without running it and inspects the
program’s binary code to determine its behavior. Static analysis explores all possible execution paths
in a program—not just those invoked during execution—but it cannot deal with malware employing
anti-reverse engineering technologies such as code packing and obfuscation [6]. Dynamic analysis (i.e.,
behavior analysis) executes the program in a controlled environment and monitors its behavior. Thus,
dynamic analysis explores what function with what arguments is called and detects most obfuscation
attempts [6]. The combination of these two methods, hybrid method, could certainly further improve
the detection results [7].
Based on malware analysis type, malware detection methods in general fall into two categories:
signature-based and anomaly-based. Signature-based (i.e., knowledge or misuse) detection methods
use some common sequence patterns (i.e., signatures found in the binary code of malware instances)
to identify malware. Most often, signature-based detection methods are very fast because they do
not run samples to identify malware. Note that this method is used on most popular commercial
antivirus software. The main drawback of signature-based methods is that they are not effective against
polymorphism and obfuscation methods, so they cannot detect modified and unknown malicious
executables [8,9].
Anomaly-based detection methods build a reference model for the normal behavior of benign
programs and look for deviation of programs from the normal behavior to detect them as malware [10].
While anomaly-based methods can detect unknown and zero-day malware, their main weakness is
their high false positive rate [10,11].
In this paper, we propose HM3 alD, a dynamic malware detection method based on HMM and
high level actions to detect polymorphic malware such as bots, worms, viruses and Trojan horses.
Specifically, the proposed method includes the following steps in the training phase: (1) It extracts
high level action sequences from system call sequences correspondingly. (2) It clusters only malware
action sequences (i.e., malware programs) to group similar sequences. (3) It uses HMM as a one-class
classifier to learn the model of malware action sequences per each cluster. (4) It calculates the decision
threshold of each malware HMM to discriminate between benign and malware programs. Finally,
the detection phase of HM3 alD gives the action sequence of a ran program to all learned HMMs and
receives the probabilities returned from them. HM3 alD detects the ran program as benign, if all of
the probabilities are less than the corresponding decision thresholds of learned HMMs, otherwise it is
considered as malware.
HM3 alD outperforms important previous dynamic and static malware detection methods
especially in term of FAR that is a hard work to decrease it without sacrificing DR, and its advantages
are: (1) high detection rate; (2) low false alarm rate; (3) low performance overhead; and (4) near to
online malware detection.
1.3. Contributions
In the proposed method, HMM is used to stochastically represent program behavior using traces
of action sequences issued by processes at run time. The main contributions of this paper are: (1) HMM
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topology is devised based on program stages (i.e., initialization, running, and termination) to achieve
low false alarm rate and high detection rate; and (2) HMM is applied on malware action sequences
(derived from system call sequences of programs) to detect polymorphic malware dynamically and
decrease the complexity of training phase dramatically. As a result, the proposed method is scalable
because it uses only 26 actions (i.e., observations in HMM) that are not increased by increasing the
number of malware samples.
1.4. Paper Structure
The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the research literature of malware
analysis and detection methods. Section 3 briefly describes the necessary background. In Section 4,
the proposed method is explained along with an analysis of its time complexity. In Section 5,
we evaluate the performance of HM3 alD using a large dataset and compare it with other methods.
In Section 6, we analyze and discuss the idea behind HM3 alD. In Section 7 the paper is concluded.
2. Related Work
We introduce research that detects polymorphic and metamorphic malware by behavioral
methods. According to the type of analysis, we divide this section into two parts: “static analysis” and
“dynamic analysis”.
2.1. Static Analysis-Based Methods
Faruki et al. [12] used API call gram (i.e., the sequence of API calls of a program) to detect
malware. They first extracted a call graph from the disassembled instructions of a binary program,
and then converted the graph to a call gram. Finally, their pattern-matching engine performs
the detection, according to the call gram. Unfortunately, the authors did not report their performance
overhead. Kalbhor et al. [13] introduced a method to detect metamorphic malware based on HMMs.
They analyzed metamorphic malware that are produced by malware generators such as NGVCK.
One HMM is trained for each malware generator and finally malware are detected by similarity degree.
Wong and Stamp [14] also presented a method to detect metamorphic malware using HMMs. Similar
to the previously mentioned method, an offline static analysis based on Opcodes has been used in
this work too. Austin et al. [15] proposed a model using HMM in which they try to distinguish
the compiled codes and the assembly codes written by malware developers. Song and Touili [16]
presented a detection scheme based on model checking. In this work, a program and its behavior
are explained using formal language. Then, the program behavior is checked to detect malware.
Shahid et al. [5] proposed a detection framework that uses control graphs to detect metamorphic
malware online. Ding et al. [17] proposed QOOA that is an API-based association mining method
for malware detection. Hellal et al. [18] presented a new graph mining method to detect variants of
malware using static analysis. They proposed a novel algorithm, called minimal contrast frequent
subgraph miner algorithm (MCFSM), for extracting minimal discriminative and widely employed
malicious behavioral patterns which can identify an entire family of malicious programs.
2.2. Dynamic Analysis-Based Methods
Park et al. [19] proposed a method that clusters polymorphic worms. It uses system call graphs.
Thus, it has a high complexity, but its false alarm rate is zero. Shahzad et al. [20] used process control
blocks (PCB) at runtime and recorded runtime information of processes such as memory data and
execution addresses. They detected malware by decision trees. Elhadi et al. [21] proposed a method to
build call graphs of programs at runtime and distinguish malware and benign programs by comparing
their call graphs with known malware call graphs. Shehata et al. [22] presented a detection method
based on observing system calls at runtime. They mapped system calls to some high-level actions
and considered them as features to learn decision trees in order to detect malware. Salehi et al. [23]
proposed a dynamic malware feature selection method, called MAAR, based on the name of API calls
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and their arguments and/or return values recorded during runtime. Several well-known classifiers
such as Random forest (RF), Decision Trees, Sequential minimal optimization (SMO), and Bayesian
logistic regression (BLR) are used in this study. Christodorescu et al. [24] designed an algorithm to
build a call graph by which its nodes are system calls and its edges correspond to the interdependency
of system calls. Kolbitsch et al. [25] also generated behavioral graphs by using taint analysis without
considering system call arguments. In these graphs, only the data dependencies are considered.
Ding et al. [26] built a common behavior graph for each malware family. They used a dynamic
taint analysis technique to find the dependency relations between system calls, and then built a
system call dependency graph by tracing the propagation of the taint data. Based on the dependency
graphs of malware samples, they proposed an algorithm to extract the common behavior graph to
detect malware.
3. Background
In this section, we introduce some basic concepts and techniques used throughout this paper.
3.1. Malware Obfuscation
Obfuscation is a technique that obscure the control flow and data structures of a program without
differing in its functionality and behavior. Originally, this technology was introduced for the intellectual
property of software developers, but it has been broadly used by malware authors to evade from
detection engines. Obfuscation techniques are classified into the three categories: “data obfuscation”,
“static code rewriting”, and “dynamic code rewriting”. Data obfuscation modifies the form in a
program storing the data to hide it from direct analysis. Static code rewriting is similar to compiler
optimization, as it modifies program code during obfuscation without any further modifications at
runtime. Dynamic code rewriting modifies programs such that the executed code differs from the code
that is statically visible in the executable [27].
Polymorphic malware is a type of malware that constantly changes its identifiable features with
the help of the obfuscation methods to elude detection. Even though the polymorphic malware
effectively thwarts the signature based detection techniques relied on by security solutions such as
antivirus software [28].
3.2. Hierarchical Clustering
Clustering is defined as an unsupervised learning to find groups such that objects in the same
group (called a cluster) are more similar to each other than to those in other groups. Among many
approaches for clustering, hierarchical clustering only uses similarities of objects, without any other
requirement on the data [29].
There are two hierarchical clustering algorithms: divisive and agglomerative. A divisive clustering
algorithm follows the top-down approach, starting with a single group and breaking up large
groups into smaller groups, until each group contains a single object or it meets certain termination
conditions. The agglomerative clustering algorithm follows the bottom-up approach, starting with
groups, each initially containing one training object, and then merging similar groups into larger
groups, until there is a single one or certain termination conditions are satisfied. At each iteration of an
agglomerative clustering algorithm, the two closest groups are selected to merge based on similarity
measures or links. In single-link clustering, the distance between groups is defined as the smallest
distance between their closest objects of the two groups. In complete-link clustering, the distance
between groups is taken as the farthest distance between their objects of the two groups [29].
Choosing the number of clusters in a dataset is a fundamental issue. There are various ways to
fine-tune the number of clusters. One of the common methods is the “elbow method”. In this method,
first the reconstruction error or log likelihood is plotted as a function of k (i.e., the number of clusters)
and then the “elbow” points are sought as an indicator of the appropriate number of clusters. In this
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method, the number of clusters is chosen such that adding another cluster does not give much better
modeling of the data [29].
3.3. Hidden Markov Model
Markov models [29] are state machines in which the current state depends on previous states
statistically. In a first order Markov model, the next state depends on only the current state. A hidden
Markov model (HMM) is a statistical Markov model in which the states are not observable directly
so they are called hidden states. In summary and formally, HMM includes the following elements,
the set of N distinct states: S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , s N }; the set of M distinct observations in each state:
V = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v M }; A: state transition probabilities, A = [ arj ] where arj = P(qt + 1 = S j |qt = Sr ); B:
observation probabilities, B = [b j (m)] where b j (m) = P(Ot = vm |qt = S j ); π: initial state probabilities;
and π = [πr ] where πr = P(q1 = Sr ). Recall that qt denotes the state at time t where t = 1, 2, ..., N.
Thus, an HMM, λ = ( A, B, π ), is defined by A, B, and π (and implicitly by M and N dimensions). For a
set of observation sequences X = {Ol }l , an HMM λ is trained such that P(X |λ), the probability X
generated from λ is maximized. Then, for any given observation sequence Ol , and the learned model λ,
HMM by applying a forward algorithm finds the corresponding state sequence Q = {q1 , q2 , . . . , q T }
of Ol , such that it maximizes P(Ol |λ).
The last issue is HMM topology, which is defined by the number of the states and their connections.
Three kinds of general topologies can be found: “Bakis topology”, “left–right topology” and “fully
connected topology” [30]. In Bakis topology, the rule is: arj > 0 only for j = r or j = r + 1. In the
left–right topology, the rule is: arj > 0 for j ≥ r; and in the fully connected topology the rule is: arj > 0
for any r, j. The third topology is also called the ergodic model. Note that the HMM topology can
be serial or parallel. In a parallel mode, a sequence of states is parallelized with another sequence
of states.
4. Proposed Method: H M 3 alD
HM3 alD dynamically detects polymorphic malware based on system calls. It comprises two
main phases: the training phase and detection phase. Figure 1 shows the architecture of the HM3 alD
method. In the following subsections, we describe each of these phases in detail.
4.1. Training Phase
In the training phase, first we collect the behavior (i.e., sequence of system calls) of malware
programs in a controlled environment called sandbox and we extract high-level action sequences from
system call sequences. After that, we cluster all malware action sequences. Therefore, we get some
malware clusters where the action sequences of each cluster are very similar to each other. We denote
the malware cluster set by C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ck } where k is the number of malware clusters. Then,
we consider a fraction of action sequences of each malware cluster ci as training observation sequences,
|Xc |

Xci = {Ol }l =1i and train its corresponding HMM, λci , where Ol = {O1l , O2l , . . . , OTl l } is the lth action
sequence and |Xci | (cardinality of Xci ) denotes the number of training action sequences in cluster ci .
Finally, we compute a decision threshold, Tci , for each malware HMM, λci , based on another fraction
of ci , called Vci and some benign action sequences, called Vb .
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Figure 1. The architecture of HM3 alD.

4.1.1. Training Profiler
In dynamic program analysis, we monitor programs’ executions and extract their system calls
using “API (Application programming interface) hooking” [31]. This technique allows us to intercept
all system call sequences made by running processes. A system call is basically a user request to the
kernel of the operating system to get some services, such as opening and closing files, creating and
executing a process, or accessing network resources. Sandbox [32] is used to record system calls
of a program that are being executed. The training profiler module provides an application level
virtualization using sandbox.
4.1.2. Preprocessing
System call sequence is an important resource for dynamic malware detection, but it is too
fine-grained, so we map a system call sequence S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn } to a high-level action sequence
AS = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v T } where each action vi is a subsequence of system calls. Twenty-six actions are
defined that are classified in seven sets and are described in Appendix A. The process of generating an
action sequence from a system call sequence is presented by Algorithm 1.
4.1.3. Clustering Action Sequences
Since learning techniques (i.e., HMM) have high performance when input samples are more
similar to each other and since malware programs may have different classes of action sequences,
we therefore partition all action sequences of malware set to some clusters (i.e., C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ck })
using complete-link agglomerative hierarchical clustering method [33], where each cluster has
high cohesion (i.e., high similarity) and less similarity with other clusters. In the process of
clustering, we compute the normalized similarity of every two action sequences ASi and AS j based
on Equation (1). Here, ED ( ASi , AS j ) is the edit distance of ASi and AS j , which is computed by the
Levenshtein technique [34].
Sim( ASi , AS j ) = 1 −

ED ( ASi , AS j )
.
max (length( ASi ), length( AS j ))

(1)
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Algorithm 1 : Preprocessing, generating an action sequence from a system call sequence
Input:
S = A system call sequence S = {s1 , s2 , . . . , sn }.
Output:
AS = An action sequence for system call sequence S.
1:

Define an empty array B such that each array element specifies a system call sequence during the

2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

execution of algorithm.
Initialize A with 26 base actions: A = {v1 , v2 , . . . , v26 }
for each si ∈ S do
` = OS_Handle(si )
. get the Operating System handle pointer of si
insert(B(`),si )
. for any system call, insert it to B(`)
if si is a releasing system call then . A releasing system call releases the dependent resources

7:
8:
9:
10:

and invalidate the handle.
v = Match(A,B(`))
insert(AS,v)
end if
end for

. Match B(`) to the corresponding action in A by a hash function
. Insert action (v) to AS

In the hierarchical clustering method, we plot the reconstruction error as a function of k and look
for an elbow. Then, we set k at elbow. k_Set denotes the set of all candidate k values that points to the
one of the elbow points. In HM3 alD, the principle rule is to select the smallest possible k that leads to
set of suitable HMMs. We select the smallest k such that: (1) k ∈ k_Set; and (2) there is only at most
one cluster ci where its members are not similar enough and has just few action sequences. Note that,
according to our experience on HMM, if the average similarity of a cluster is less than 0.5, then the
corresponding HMM is not converged accurately and leads to a high false alarm rate.
4.1.4. Training HMMs
This section is presented in three parts: (1) input sequences; (2) HMM topology; and (3) yraining.
Input sequences: Action sequences of programs at runtime are observation sequences.
HMM topology: We define the topology of HMMs based on program behavior. Recall that each
program consists of three main stages at runtime: (1) initialization; (2) running; and (3) termination.
In the initialization stage, each program sets its variables by initial values and allocates its required
resources. Thus, we consider this stage as following the serial Bakis topology. In the running stage,
programs perform some iterative units of work in the form of conditions and loops. Thus, we consider
this stage as following the parallel fully connected (ergodic) topology. The termination stage is
somewhat similar to the initialization stage: it publishes the program outputs, deallocates the resources,
and terminates the program. Thus, we consider this stage as following the Bakis topology. Figure 2
expresses the novel program behavior-aware HMM topology where the number of states at running
stage should be determined.
Training: To learn an HMM, λci = (πci , Aci , Bci ), on each malware cluster ci , we must set its initial
state probability πci = {π1 = 1}; its transition probability matrix Aci = { arj = P(qt+1 = S j |qt = Sr )};
and its observation probability matrix Bci = {b j (vm ) = P(Ot = vm |qt = S j )}. To learn HMM λci ,
we first determine the number of states Nci and then initialize Aci and Bci matrices.
According to the proposed program behavior-aware topology (Figure 2), matrix Aci consists
of some transitions so the weights of other transitions are zero. Thus, we initialize the values of its
Nc

non-zero elements randomly with constraint ∑ j=i1 arj = 1. We initialize matrix Bci randomly with
M
constraint ∑m
=1 b j (vm ) = 1, where M = 26 (i.e., the number of actions). Figure 3 shows a six-state
HMM topology and its corresponding matrix A.
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Figure 2. The proposed program behavior-aware HMM topology in HM3 alD.

Figure 3. A six-state program behavior-aware HMM topology and its corresponding transition
probability matrix A.

To estimate the number of states of each cluster (i.e., Nci ), we compute the number of unique
actions that are observed across all sequences corresponding to that cluster. Since they are based
on three-stage program behavior-aware topology, the minimum and maximum values of Nci are
3 and 26, respectively.
After calculation of Nci and initialization of Aci and Bci , we apply the Baum–Welch algorithm [29]
on each cluster ci to train (the parameters of) its corresponding HMM, λci . The Baum–Welch algorithm
is an EM-like algorithm and guarantees to converge towards local optima. The Baum–Welch algorithm
iterates the E step and the M step, yielding monotonically increasing log-likelihoods, and the algorithm
is terminated when the difference of two subsequent log-likelihoods falls below ε that is near to zero
or the maximum number of iterations is met. Typically, the algorithm reaches different local maxima
or saddle points for different initializations, so we run it multiple times on each cluster ci with different
initializations and we finally select HMM, λci that has the highest probability. Algorithm 2 shows the
steps of training HMMs.
4.1.5. Computing Decision Thresholds
Recall that, in HM3 alD, we learn only malware HMMs λci , to distinguish between malware and
benign programs at detection phase. In this section, we compute a threshold Tci on each HMM λci
using another fraction of malware action sequences and some benign action sequences. To present well
the process of computing the decision thresholds, first we devise some definitions about the HMM
threshold concept.
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Algorithm 2 : H M 3 alD-Training phase
Input:

C = {c1 , c2 , . . . , ck } denotes the set of malware clusters
Output:
Trained HMMs set, TrainedHMMs = {λc1 , λc2 , . . . , λck }.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

TrainedHMMs = ∅
. an empty set
for i = 1 to |C| do
Estimate the number of states (Nci ) for cluster ci
Initialize πci , Ai and Bi using the proposed program behavior-aware topology
Compute λci ( Ai , Bi ) using Baum–Welch algorithm
Add λci to TrainedHMMs
end for

Definition 1. For each malware HMM λci and its corresponding threshold Tci , the pair (λci , Tci ) is a
discriminator such that an observation (action) sequence Ol is identified as a malware action sequence if
Equation (2) is satisfied. Note that, from now on, we use LP(O|λ) instead of log( P(O|λ)) for simplicity.
(
LP(Ol |λci ) ≥ Tci =

1,

if Ol is a malware action sequence

0,

otherwise, no decision

.

(2)

In Equation (2), if the output is zero, the result (benign/malware) depends on the other
HMM decisions.
Definition 2. For each malware HMM λci , its corresponding rejection rate Rci is a certain fraction of Vci
(the validation part of observation sequences of malware cluster ci ) that specifies the maximum permissible error
on HMM λci . For simplicity, we set Rc1 = Rc2 = . . . = Rck , which leads to different values of the decision
thresholds Tci .
Definition 3. For each malware HMM λci , the maximum benign probability Pbci is the greatest log probability
that is returned by HMM λci for Vb , benign action sequences, and is computed by Equation (3).
Pbci = max{ LP(Ol |λci ), for all Ol ∈ Vb }.
l

(3)

The pseudo-code of computing decision thresholds is shown in Algorithm 3.
To compute threshold Tci by using Algorithm 3, we proceed as follows. First, we estimate the log
probabilities of the all action sequences belong to Vci and reorder them in ascending order (Lines 3–8).
Then, we obtain the malware threshold point tm (Lines 9–10). In many conditions, we find that the
Pbci is less than or equal to tm, which means that the corresponding HMM λci is sufficiently powerful
and returns small log probabilities for benign action sequences. Thus, we finally compute Tci based on
this condition (lines 12–16).
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Algorithm 3 : Computing decision thresholds for all malware HMMs, λci
Input:
f racrej = Rc1 = Rc2 = . . . = Rck .

|Vc |

VC = {Vc1 , Vc2 , . . . , Vck } and each Vci = {Ol }l =1i is the malware validation part of cluster ci .
|V |

Vb = {Ol }l =b1 , is a set of benign action sequences.
Malware_HMM = {λc1 , λc2 , . . . , λck }, learned HMM set corresponding to malware clusters.
Output:
TV = {Tc1 , Tc2 , . . . , Tck }, the threshold vector corresponding to malware HMMs. In other words,
{(λc1 , Tc1 ), (λc2 , Tc2 ), . . . , (λck , Tck )}
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

for i = 1 to k do
TV = ∅
PV = ∅
for each Ol ∈ Vci do
Pm = LP(Ol |λci )
insert(PV,Pm)
end for
sort(PV)
t_index=round( f racrej × | PV |)
tm = PV (t_index )
Compute Pbci by using Equation (3)
if Pbci ≤ tm then
Tci = Pbci
else
Tci = tm
end if
insert(TV,Tci )
end for

. an empty set
. an empty set

. sort in ascending order

4.2. Detection Phase
In the detection phase, as shown in the bottom part of Figure 1, for each program Pl at runtime,
first its corresponding system call sequence is collected (by detection profiler module), and then its
corresponding action sequence Ol is generated (by preprocessing module). The induced action sequence
Ol is given to all learned malware HMMs, {(λc1 , Tc1 ), (λc2 , Tc2 ), . . . , (λck , Tck )} and then HM3 alD
aggregates their returned results by Algorithm 4. Note that, in Algorithm 4, the forward values
are calculated by multiplying small probabilities, and with long action sequences we risk getting
underflow. To avoid this, at each time step in the forward algorithm, we normalize the forward values.
This technique is presented as Algorithm 5 in Appendix B.
Algorithm 4 applies HMM forward algorithm, forward(Ol ,λci ) on the induced action sequence
l
O from the running of program Pl and it calculates LP(Ol |λci ) iteratively. The result will be “Malware”
when at least one of the malware HMMs return the probability value f orward_valuei greater than or
equal to the corresponding threshold value Tci , otherwise it will be “Benign”.
4.3. Time Complexity Analysis
In this subsection, we analyze the time complexity of HM3 alD. Recall that HM3 alD consists of
two main phases: training and detection. In the following, we discuss the time complexity of these
steps in detail.
4.3.1. Training Phase
Without loss of generality, we focus on the core of the training phase: Clustering malware action
sequences and Training HMMs. For an initial training set X of Nt samples generated from the malware
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program dataset, first we partition X to the k malware cluster. The complexity of the naive complete-link
agglomorative algorithm becomes O( Nt 3 ). Because we exhaustively scan the Nt × Nt matrix for the
largest similarity in each of Nt − 1 iterations [29]. After clustering malware action sequences, we train
HMMs for each of them using Baum–Welch algorithm. if the number of HMM states is N and the
length of an action sequence is T, then the time complexity of Baum–Welch algorithm is O( N 2 T ) [29].
We suppose the average length of each malware action sequence is T and, without loss of generality,
the average number of states of all malware clusters is N. Thus, the time complexity of Algorithm 2
becomes O( Nt N 2 T ). Therefore, we conclude that the overall time complexity of the training phase is
O( Nt N 2 T + Nt 3 ).
4.3.2. Detection Phase
In the detection phase, Algorithm 4 applies HMM forward algorithm to the action sequence
Ol and then aggregates their returns. The time complexity of the forward algorithm is O( N 2 T ) [29].
Therefore, the time complexity of the detection phase for action sequence Ol becomes O(kN 2 Tl ),
where N, Tl , and k are the average number of states of all malware clusters, the length of action
sequence Ol , and the number of malware clusters, respectively.
Algorithm 4 : H M 3 alD-Detection phase
Input:
Ol = an induced action sequence Ol from the running of program Pl in the real environment.
Malware_HMM = {(λc1 , Tc1 ), (λc2 , Tc2 ), . . . , (λck , Tck )}, learned HMM set corresponding to
malware clusters.
Output:
program type: Malware/Benign
/*Compute LP(Ol |λci ) of action sequence Ol with the forward algorithm, for all i = 1 . . . k malware
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

7:

HMMs.*/
for i = 1 to k do
f orward_valuei =forward(Ol ,λci )
/* The forward() is presented as Algorithm 5 in Appendix B.*/
if f orward_valuei ≥ Tci then
return “Malware” & exit
. returns “Malware” and then exit.
end if
end for
/* If none of the malware HMMs detect the program Pl as malware, then the algorithm decides
that it is a benign program. */
return “Benign”

5. Experimental Evaluation
This section is composed of: (1) introducing dataset; (2) experimental setup; (3) evaluation metrics;
(4) presenting the performance of HM3 alD with different settings; and (5) the comparison of HM3 alD
with the state-of-the-art methods.
5.1. Dataset
We used a dataset that consists of 9025 programs, such that 6349 of them are polymorphic
malware including bots, worms, viruses and Trojan horses, and the rest (2676) are benign programs.
The malware programs are downloaded from VX Heaven virus collection [35] and belong to different
families. Each family includes polymorphic samples of a malware that malware writers have made
gradually and then they have been registered in VX Heaven’s dataset. For the benign program set,
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several applications were downloaded from sourceforge.net [36]. These applications also fall into
different categories including: video and audio, scientific, educational, games, communications, etc.
5.2. Experimental Setup
Detection in HM3 alD was performed at runtime, so recording the system call sequence of a
running program must be started when the program begins to run. HM3 alD uses Cuckoo sandbox
tool which provides an isolated and safe environment to run programs. All the benign and malware
programs are executed under Cuckoo sandbox tool [32] on a host, in a virtual environment. A machine
with Intel Core i7-4790K processor and 16 GB RAM was used to execute all experiments. We installed
the sandbox tool under Ubuntu-13.03 on this machine. The guest OS in this experiment was Windows
XP 32 bit. For each program, Cuckoo sandbox restores the guest OS to a safe state, and then,
after executing the program, it returns the corresponding system call sequence in JSON format
comprehensively. To extract the action set, we developed a set of basic tools in C++ and they are
executed in the sandbox environment. We implemented Algorithm 1 as a python script to drive the
action sequence of a program from its corresponding system call sequence. We clustered benign
(malware) action sequence sets using MATLAB toolbox. We used GHMM library with python
wrapper [37] to implement HMM algorithms.
To evaluate the performance of HM3 alD, we used cross-validation strategy. The malware program
set was randomly partitioned into two parts, 70% for learning malware HMMs λci and computing
the corresponding malware decision thresholds, and 30% for detection phase. Similarly, the benign
program set was randomly partitioned into two parts, i.e. 30% for computing the decision thresholds
and 70% for detection phase. To train good HMMs, λci , we randomly repeated the cross-validation
strategy 10 times. Note that, in the learning process, Algorithm 2 (Baum–Welch algorithm) was
repeated 30 times.
5.3. Evaluation Metrics
According to the general definitions, true positive (TP) is the number of truly detected malware
programs, true negative (TN) is the number of truly recognized benign programs, false positive (FP) is
the number of benign programs that are detected as malware, and false negative (FN) is the number of
malware that are detected as benign programs. Nm and Nb are the number of malware and benign
programs, respectively.
Accuracy (Equation (4)) indicates the ratio of malware and benign programs that are truly
identified. TP rate (Equation (5)), also called detection rate (DR), is the proportion of malware that are
recognized as malware and FP rate (Equation (6)), also called false alarm rate (FAR), is the proportion
of benign programs that are incorrectly detected as malware.
TP + TN
,
Nm + Nb

(4)

DR =

TP
,
Nm

(5)

FAR =

FP
.
Nb

(6)

Accuracy =

Note that one-class classification methods typically suffer from a relatively large value of FAR,
because they learn from just samples with the same label [38]. Thus, we intended to maximize DR and
Accuracy and minimize FAR.
5.4. The Performance of HM3 alD
In this section, the different parameters of the proposed method are determined and the results
of HM3 alD, in different conditions, are presented.
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5.4.1. Training Phase
First, we determined the basic parameters such as the number of malware clusters and the number
of states for each malware HMM. Then, we clustered malware action sequence sets, and, according
to the program based HMM topology (Figure 2), we trained HMMs λci on the training part of all
malware clusters {Xci }ik=1 . Finally, we applied Algorithm 3 to compute their corresponding decision
thresholds, Tci .
Determining the number of malware clusters
According to the cross-validation strategy, we should choose different values for k in hierarchical
agglomerative clustering method. As stated in Section 4.1.3, we applied the complete-link agglomerative
clustering method on malware action sequence set. Then, for different values of k, its results in terms of
reconstruction error are presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Variation of reconstruction error for different number of malware clusters. Black points shows
candidate k values.

As Figure 4 shows, different values can be considered for k. According to the elbow method
(see Section 4.1.3), the suitable value of k is one of the candidate values of k_Set = {3, 6, 12, 17, 20, 24,
26, 27, 31, 36, 39}. As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, we tended to select the smallest k from the k_Set
such that it satisfies Conditions (1) and (2). To summarize, Tables 1 and 2 show the results of two
values of k in which k = 17 satisfies the corresponding conditions but k = 12 does not. In other words,
by considering k = 12, we have a cluster (i.e., Cluster 4) such that its size is great and its centroid is
less than 0.5 (highlighted row in Table 1). Thus, we can choose one of the k values that is greater than
or equal to 17. According to the experiments, which are discussed in Section 5.4.2, the best value of k
is 24.
Training HMMs
As in Section 4.1.4, first we calculated the number of states of each cluster (i.e., Nci ). Table 3
presents the number of states for each malware cluster as their corresponding unique actions on
training data. According to Figure 2 and Table 3, we design program behavior-aware topology of each
HMM, λci . Then, by applying Algorithm 3, we computed their corresponding decision thresholds,
Tci and finally built all malware HMMs, (λci , Tci ). Note that we only use 15% of benign action
sequences to compute decision thresholds, Tci .
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Table 1. The malware clusters for k = 12.
Cluster No.

Cluster Size

Centroid

1

273

0.65

2

1638

0.59

3

243

0.89

4

318

0.41

5

311

0.82

6

268

0.81

7

376

0.56

8

510

0.62

9

372

0.73

10

588

0.68

11

592

0.83

12

860

0.95

Table 2. The malware clusters for k = 17.
Cluster No.

Cluster Size

Centroid

1

468

0.79

2

1170

0.61

3

54

0.13

4

264

0.58

5

492

0.90

6

100

0.63

7

92

0.72

8

284

0.59

9

308

0.79

10

64

0.56

11

273

0.65

12

243

0.89

13

311

0.82

14

268

0.81

15

510

0.62

16

588

0.68

17

860

0.95

Table 3. The number of HMM states for k = 24.
Cluster No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

Nci

21

22

17

18

16

15

17

23

26

23

15

21

20

19

22

18

14

23

23

10

12

16

21

9

5.4.2. Detection Phase
In the detection phase, we monitor the running of programs and compute the probability of their
corresponding action sequences by applying Algorithm 4. In the experiments, we assume the rejection
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rate f racrej = 0.05 in Algorithm 3 and, by default, we use program behavior-aware topology to train
the HMMs, λci .
The impact of clustering on the performance of H M 3 alD
When k, the number of clusters, increases in the clustering process of HM3 alD, the corresponding
reconstruction error decreases and also the number of clusters is increased, so it means we should
learn more HMMs. It means we should trade off between k and the set of {DR, FAR, Accuracy} metrics
derived from corresponding HMMs, (λci , Tci ). Figures 5–7 show the average and STD (Standard
deviation) of DR, FAR, and Accuracy of HM3 alD for different candidate values of k, based on
Figure 4 respectively.

Figure 5. DR for different candidate values of k based on Figure 4.

Figure 6. FAR for different candidate values of k based on Figure 4.
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Figure 7. Accuracy for different candidate values of k based on Figure 4.

As it can be seen in Figures 5–7, DR, FAR, and Accuracy metrics for k = 24 are better in comparison
with the results for other k values. This happens because, when considering a small number of clusters
(for example k = 3, 6, 12), malware action sequences that are less similar are assigned to the same
cluster, so no suitable HMMs are learned. Thus, the learned HMMs are neither able to detect malware
programs properly nor discriminate between malware and benign programs as good as possible.
On the other hand, the large number of clusters increases the complexity of HM3 alD and causes each
cluster to have too few action sequences (for example, k = 26, 27, 31).
Cross-validation results show that 19 of 24 malware HMMs (i.e., 80% of the learned HMMs)
compute their decision thresholds based on the maximum benign probability Pbci in Algorithm 3.
This fact means that HMMs are trained suitably and effectively discriminate between malware and
benign action sequences.
The impact of program behavior-aware topology
Figure 8 shows the comparison results of HM3 alD and HM3 alD R (without program
behavior-aware topology). As it is seen, HM3 alD R dramatically increases FAR. In other words,
HM3 alD that preserves program behavior-aware topology, effectively reduces FAR 227%, which is
hard work without any impact on DR.
The impact of expressing system call sequences as action sequences
To explain the importance of the action sequences, we examine the proposed method by
considering the raw system call sequences (called HM3 alD S) instead of the action sequences.
HM3 alD S R denotes the random topology version of HM3 alD S. Recall that it is shown that
methods based on raw system call sequences produce many false positives [39], and not considering
their parameters such as frequency and arguments would result in high false alarm rate [40,41].
Figure 9 shows the efficiency of HM3 alD in comparison with HM3 alD S and HM3 alD S R in terms
of FAR and DR. It is seen that in HM3 alD, FAR is decreased 453%, and DR is increased 5.8%. As an
important result, using action sequences in HM3 alD achieves high DR and low FAR, that is a difficult
task in HMM methods as a one-class classifier approach.
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Figure 8. The performance comparison of HM3 alD with and without the program behavior-aware
topology for k = 24 and f racrej = 0.05.

Figure 9. The performance comparison of HM3 alD (for k = 24), HM3 alD S (for k = 26) and
HM3 alD S R (for k = 26).

5.5. Comparing with Other Work
In this section, the performance of HM3 alD in terms of DR, FAR, and Accuracy is compared to
important previous works. For fair comparison, we consider the number of dataset members same as
the compared methods when we train HMMs of HM3 alD. To express the detection performance of
HM3 alD, we compare HM3 alD to dynamic malware detection methods and show the corresponding
results in Table 4. Moreover, Table 5 shows the results of HM3 alD in comparison with static malware
detection methods. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, HM3 alD outperforms all dynamic and static malware
detection methods especially in term of FAR that is a hard work to decrease it without affecting DR.
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Table 4. Comparison of HM3 alD with current dynamic malware detection methods.
Approaches

Dataset Size (Benign/Malware)

DR(%)

FAR(%)

Accuracy (%)

Shahzad (2013) [20]
HM3 alD

105/114
105/114

93.7
100

0
0

96.65
100

Elhadi (2014) [21]
HM3 alD

98/416
98/416

97.57
100

0
0

98.05
100

Salehi (2017) [23]
HM3 alD

1359/3009
1359/3009

98.4
98.89

4.6
1.12

—
98.88

Shehata (2015) [22]
HM3 alD

2000/2000
2000/2000

97.6
98.83

2.37
1.18

96.89
98.87

Table 5. Comparison of HM3 alD with the current static malware detection methods.
Methods

Dataset Size (Benign/Malware)

DR(%)

FAR(%)

Accuracy (%)

Kalbhor (2015) [13]
HM3 alD

370/760
370/760

88.95
99.12

0.2
0.23

97.58
99.38

Song (2012) [16]
HM3 alD

8/200
8/200

100
100

12.5
0

99.52
100

Shahid (2015) [5]
HM3 alD

2330/1020
2330/1020

98.9
98.99

4.5
1.27

—
98.85

Furuki (2012) [12]
HM3 alD

2595/3639
2595/3639

98.4
98.81

2.7
1.36

97.85
98.70

Ding (2013) [17]
HM3 alD

3760/4410
2676/4410

97.3
98.79

—
1.85

91.2
98.39

Expressing the behavior of a malware program leads to detect its polymorphic instances,
effectively. HM3 alD tries to extract realistic behavior of malware from polymorphic instances. First,
HM3 alD abstracts malware behavior by using high-level action sequences instead of system call
sequences. Then, it clusters similar malware action sequences leading to integrate polymorphic
instances of a malware. Finally, HM3 alD models the realistic behavior of each malware cluster
using HMM. Thus, HM3 alD provides a high detection rate and low false rate in comparison with
other work.
Note that a false positive occurs when HM3 alD erroneously labels a benign program as malware.
If a malware detector blocks access or deletes a program or file that is vital to the proper functioning
of some system programs, those may become unusable and, in some cases, the deletion may render
a system unstable, although the anti-malware methods try to reduce FAR to zero. For Virus Bulletin [42],
“the ‘no false positives’ rule is one of the main requirements for certification in the VB100 test process”.
AV-Comparatives [43] considers false positives “an important measurement for AV quality”, and an
important factor in determining the reliability of a product, besides its detection capabilities. Thus,
we introduce new metric, PenalizedDR, as Equation (7).
PenalizedDR = DR − α ∗ FAR,

(7)

We analyze the impact of α by increasing it from 0 to 10 in increments of 0.5. Figures 10 and 11
show the results of PenalizedDR for HM3 alD and current dynamic and static methods, respectively.
The important findings from the results shown in Figures 10 and 11 are as follows: (1) FAR
is the most important and impressive measurement for malware detection methods; (2) high DR
is not enough to have a good result and its effectiveness depends on FAR; and (3) high FAR
significantly reduces the usefulness and applicability of such methods. According to Tables 4 and 5,
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and Figures 10 and 11, the performance of HM3 alD is always higher than the other methods in terms
of DR and Accuracy and is significantly better than the other methods in term of FAR.

Figure 10. PenalizedDR for HM3 alD and current dynamic methods: (a) Salehi (2017) [23]; and (b)
Shehata (2015) [22].

Figure 11. PenalizedDR for HM3 alD and current static methods: (a) Shahid (2015) [5]; (b) Furuki
(2012) [12]; (c) Ding (2013) [17]; and (d) Kalbhor (2015) [13]. Note that we estimated FAR value of Ding
work [17] from DR and Accuracy.

6. Analysis and Discussion
We analyze the proposed method, HM3 alD, from three aspects: action sequences, HMM topology,
and the impact of clustering and decision thresholds on learned HMMs.
Expressing the realistic behavior of a malware program is definitely effective in detecting its
polymorphic instances. Therefore, it is crucial to have an effective yet feasible way to express malware
behavior. According to experimental results, raw data from malware at runtime that is merely
a sequence of system calls is too fine-grained to be helpful in expressing the realistic behavior of
a suspicious program. Therefore, HM3 alD defines and operates on some high-level “actions” (i.e.,
read file, write file, send data, and remove a registry key) where a sequence of these actions represents
a more meaningful behavior. Results shown in Figure 9 indicate that, without a high level action
sequence, we would not find acceptable performance for the proposed method especially in term
of FAR.
In HMM, designing HMM topology is really important. Taking this fact into account, HM3 alD
employs a special HMM topology to learn malware behaviors in coarse grain. The resulting HMM
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topology is built based on a triple-stage (initialization, running, and termination) execution of
a program. This approach has a great impact on training and building suitable HMMs and, compared
to the other similar methods (e.g., [13]), HM3 alD provides a drastic decrease in FAR without any
alteration in DR. As Figure 8 shows, if we use a random topology rather than a program behavior-aware
topology in the training phase, the learned HMMs are not much effective.
Furthermore, a key feature of HM3 alD is that we train each HMM using only malware action
sequences (i.e., without using any benign action sequences) that leads to reducing the complexity
of HM3 alD dramatically, in the training phase. Note that, in computing the HMM decision thresholds,
we use malware and a few benign action sequences.
Clustering action sequences makes it possible to put similar action sequences in the same group.
Results indicate that without proper clustering of action sequences, we cannot train suitable HMMs in
the training phase, which leads to unacceptable malware detection results.
Our implementation of HM3 alD shows great promise in DR and especially in FAR even when
the number of programs goes beyond the capability of some current methods.
7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this study, we showed that it is possible to employ HMMs to detect polymorphic malware in
a dynamic manner. In this paper, we propose a novel dynamic detection method, named HM3 alD,
based on HMM to detect polymorphic malware. We show that the proposed method could effectively
distinguish between benign and malware programs. HM3 alD was trained only by malware action
sequences to detect polymorphic malware on the host side at runtime.
In the future, we will work on the applications of this method in classifications of malware
programs, detecting anomalies and generating behavioral signatures. We will also try to perform
the detection at the early stages of program execution, as much as possible.
Author Contributions: A.T. is the author who mainly contributed to this research, performing experiments,
and writing the manuscript. S.J. read and approved the final manuscript, and reviewed the results.
Funding: This research received no external funding.
Conflicts of Interest: The authors declare no conflict of interest.

Appendix A. Mapping a Subsequence of System Calls to Actions
High-level actions derived from subsequences of system calls are classified into seven sets:
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

File Actions include “write file”, “read file”, “delete file”, “execute file”, “copy file”, and “move file”.
Registry Actions indicate the program behavior regarding the registry of Windows operating
system (OS), which includes writing, reading, and deleting in the registry.
Service Actions relate to the registered services in Windows OS. These actions include creating,
deleting, and executing a service in Windows.
Network Actions cover the behavior of executing sample in the transport layer. This Action set
is formed based on the state diagram in the TCP protocol, which includes opening and closing
a connection (socket), listening on a socket, binding a socket, accepting a socket, sending and
receiving on a socket, etc.
Internet Actions include all actions that occur during communications of a running program in
the Application Layer. These actions include opening a session, session connection, and sending
and reading files via the network.
System Actions consist of the sequence of system calls which express a system operation to begin
the execution. Load library, memory allocation, address allocation to procedures, etc. are some
examples of system actions.
Process Actions include all the actions related to process and threads, (e.g., creating, executing,
and killing a thread.)
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For example, we map the subsequence of system call {NTCreateFile, NTOpenFile, NTReadFile,
NTReadFile, NTReadFile, NTCloseFile} to the action ReadFile.
Appendix B. The Forward Algorithm
Algorithm 5 : Forward algorithm
It implements the scaled forward algorithm and returns:
(1) log(P(O|λ)); (2) scale factor set F = { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f T }; and (3) scale forward variables, α̂t (i ).
Input:
O = an induced action sequence {O1 , O2 , . . . , OT } corresponding to a program P
A = state transition probability matrix with the number of states (N)
B = observation probability matrix
Outputs:
scaled forward value = logP(O|λ)
scale factor set F = { f 1 , f 2 , . . . , f T }
scale forward variables, α̂t (i ) for all i = 1 . . . N and t = 1 . . . N
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:

Initialization:
f1 = 0
for i = 1 to N do
α1 (i ) = πi bi (O1 )
α10 (i ) = α1 (i )
f 1 = f 1 + α1 ( i )
end for
f 1 = f1
1
for i = 1 to N do
α̂1 (i ) = f 1 α1 (i )
end for
Induction:
for t = 2 to T do
ft = 0
for i = 1 to N do
x=0
for j = 1 to N do
x = x + α̂t−1 ( j) a ji
end for
α0t (i ) = bi (Ot ) x
f t = f t + α0t (i )
end for
f t = f1t
for i = 1 to N do
α̂t (i ) = f t α0t (i )
end for
end for
Termination
log_p = 0
for t = 1 to T do
log_p = log_p + log( f t )
end for
log_p = −log_p
return log_p
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